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Upcoming Events: 

Patient Advisory Meetings 

Sedalia:  Jan 3rd at 5:30 

Marshall:  Jan 4th at 5:30 

Warsaw:  Jan 10th at 5:30 

Versailles:  Jan 25th at 5:30 

2018 was a year of changes for us at Katy Trail Community Health.  We saw the transition 
of not one, but two of our executive leadership team members into new roles as their  
successor stepped into place.  Pam Hirshberg moved from Chief Operations Officer into  
Director of Special Projects (as she sets her sights on retiring in April of 2019) and has been 
successfully working on implementing projects such  as Zero Suicide.  She continues to  
assist Tracy Simmons, now Chief Operations Officer, in learning more about operations and 
corporate compliance.  Dr. Gatton who was going to move due to a new opportunity had 
resigned her Chief Medical Officer position.  During that period, she decided she didn’t want 
to leave us and has chosen to stay on as a physician with Dr. Turner acting is interim Chief 
Medical Officer. 
 
We have seen changes in our organizational structure as we look at how we can best serve 
YOU, our most valuable assets.  These changes while not always easy for the individuals 
involved in the roles, the outcome to provide better processes and systems as we grow is 
vital to support your success with us.  Changes included looking at how our EMR was  
working and focusing on a more effective utilization and user friendliness.  With this change, 
we also looked at how we can support new and current staff with training and education and 
added an EMR trainer position.  The division of the QI Coordinator created a Nursing  
Educator and Safety Specialist while allowing the QI position to expand and take on  
population health management.  In 2019, we will begin a new orientation process that will 
incorporate the EMR trainer and Nursing Educator positions. 
 
We are focusing on care teams and incorporating more individuals, such as care  
coordinators, to participate.  By inviting others who have an impact on the accessibility of 
care to these meetings it provides knowledge for all involved and builds a more stronger care 
team for the patient. 
 
We are building relationships across the organization to identify and implement a true dental 
and medical integration.  Dental and medical care teams are the counterparts to each other in 
successfully bridging patient care and creating a more unified patient centered practice. 
 
We thank you for the work you do daily in serving each other, our patients and the  
Communities that we aim to make healthier. 
 
—Tina Bechtel, HR Generalist 
 



TTrailhead  Stops... Chief Operations Officer 
Winter Weather line coming soon!   The weather line will be updated during 
inclement weather to announce clinic specific closings.  Each clinic will have 
available magnets to hand out to patients during the inclement weather months.  
In case of inclement weather, patients will be instructed to contact the weather 
line prior to leaving for their scheduled appointments. 
 
—Tracy Simmons, Chief Operations Officer 

The Dental team is working hard to implement care 
team huddles into our daily routine and hope to  
implement daily care team huddles around the first 
of the year 2019.   Huddles are an effective tool to 
help the day run smoother for staff and patients, as 
well as identify care gaps for patients to improve 
patient centered quality oral healthcare. 
  
In 2019, the oral health program plans to refocus our 
efforts on prevention of oral health disease. What 
does this mean? It is in the best interest of patients 
both from a health perspective and cost perspective 
to prevent oral health problems such as tooth decay 
and gum disease before they start. We plan to  
reshape our prevention program to focus on the  
patient, tailoring our  prevention strategies to the 
individual patient and working with them on their 
own care plan, which may include more frequent 
preventive visits, involving care coordination,  
medical or BHC care teams and goal setting. We are 
excited to involve other departments at KTCH in 
our efforts to improve oral health outcomes for our 
patients. 
 
—Dr. Bethany Vandevender, Chief Dental Officer 

Round 2 of the Sealant Collaboration in Chicago is Jan 24th 
and 25th.  Dr. Currey and Holly Sands will be making this trip 
to learn more about how we can better serve our dental  
patients.   The goal of the collaborative is to use  
Evidence-based oral health care in improving quality  
improvement.  Through the use of these measures we should 
see: 

Improved sealant rates 
Report and monitor caries documented at recall visits 
Maintained or improved operation performance 

 
—Holly Sands, Dental Clinic Coordinator 

Dental 

Pictured from left to right:  Lucero Melgar, Dental 
Assistant, Kelsey Green, Registered Dental  
Hygienist and Miranda Schwartz, Lead Dental  
Assistant.  This dental team was at the Warrensburg 
Schools on  November 15, 2019performing dental 
screenings.  What a fantastic way to take our 
services out of the building and into an area of 
need! 



TTrailhead  Stops... EHR Program Manager 

IMS will be having a build update on 1/14/19. This new build 
will bring new and updated features that you may not be used to 
seeing. It will also include a few fixes to things you may be ex-
periencing and have reported. 
These fixes include: 

·         Correcting DX out of order on the superbill 
·         Wound check DX problems 
·         Labs appearing as [external result] with no result 
·         Billing auto reconciliation 
·         Incorrect weight conversion  

Hi! I’m Brianna Murray (pictured to the right), EHR Clinical Trainer. My 
main goal at KTCH is to help grow new and existing staff’s knowledge of 
the computer systems. I am also focusing on how to make us our processes 
as efficient as possible so that we’re not letting the computers slow us 
down. If you see me, don’t hesitate to stop me and ask for help or give me 
ideas on things in IMS or DRVS that can be improved. I’m here as your 
advocate! 

Hi! I’m Marge Hardy (pictured to the left) *aka Nurse Nelda*, Nursing    
Educator/Safety Specialist. My main goal at KTCH is to help keep all staff 
(medical, dental, bh, etc.) safe and compliant with OSHA and infection       
control. I am also here to help grow staff’s clinical knowledge and skill set. If 
you see me, don’t hesitate to stop and ask me for help with clinical processes 
such as administering procedures or lab tests! 

Katy Trail Training Team 

—Morgan Lynch, EHR Program Manager 



  
Putting Health Literacy into Oral Health Practice 

  
Did you know? 
Oral Health status is inevitably linked with general health. The association between low dental 
care utilization and poor oral health outcomes has been proposed as a partial explanation for 
urban-rural disparities in oral health outcomes. 
  
What does this mean? 
 People with low health literacy may have difficulty accessing or utilizing the health care system, 
communicating effectively with oral health care providers, and understanding and interpreting 
health materials. Patients with low literacy are likely to have difficulty completing intake forms 

that may include their health history, giving informed consent, following professionals’ recommendations, and attending  
appointments. Low health literacy may result in patients’ and their oral health providers’ having difficulty managing chronic 
oral health conditions such as caries and periodontal disease. Further, poor oral health literacy has been associated with  
significantly poorer oral health status among children. 
  
How can we help as a medical and dental practice? 

         Communica on from Dental and Medical providers can lessen the anxiety about dental visits. 
         Use more than one type of communication tool such as a drawing a picture of the procedure that will take 

place. 
         Explaining insurance coverage, some patients are fearful of a large bill and have worries about the cost. (Care 

coordination can assist with patient’s understanding coverage options.) 
         Preventa ve care, at times a patient does not attend a dental appointment until pain arises. This can be 

  improved by Medical and Dental providers explaining the importance of regular dental cleanings and  
 checkups! 

         Refer, if you can sense a dental concern with a child or an adult in our practice please check our referral 
  guidelines and refer to dental services. 

TTrailhead  Stops... 
Outreach and Enrollment  

The Care Coordination staff have made huge steps in community participation during 2018.  There were over 35 events that 
the staff participated in to support our involvement with the communities we serve and bring awareness to others about the  
type of work we provide.  These events include three Christmas parades, County baby showers and Community Connect.   
These events gives the community a face to the organization and the comfort of knowing we are dedicated to being a  
long-term community partner e recognize we could not do all of this alone and appreciate the support and help of our  
fellow coworkers at all of the community events that Katy Trail Community Health  participated in. 
 
In other Care Coordination news: 
 

For the Affordable Care Act’s Open Enrollment period, the team submitted 119 applications for the Marketplace.  This 
was down from last year’s 242 applications due to changes in the federal penalty, cost and coverage options.  
The Sedalia Walking Group has moved to 1:45 PM in the State Fair Building and bus passes have been created           
specifically for the walking group. 
Versailles is looking into creating a walking group in either Stover and/or Versailles that Rusty Douglas, Versailles Care 

        Coordinator, will lead and be a part of. 
 
 
—Samantha Schubach, Outreach and Enrollment Coordinator 



What is Mindfulness? 

Mindfulness is a type of meditation in which you focus on being intensely aware of what you're sensing and feeling in the     
moment, without interpretation or judgment. Practicing mindfulness involves breathing methods, guided imagery, and other 
practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce stress. 

Spending too much time planning, problem-solving, daydreaming, or thinking negative or random thoughts can be draining. It 
can also make you more likely to experience stress, anxiety, and symptoms of depression. Practicing mindfulness exercises can 
help you direct your attention away from this kind of thinking and engage with the world around you. 
 
There are many simple ways to practice mindfulness some examples are: 

Pay attention.  It’s hard to slow down and notice things in a busy world.  Take time to experience your environment with 
all your senses-touch, sound, sight, smell, and taste. 

Live in the moment.  Try to intentionally bring an open, accepting, and discerning attention to everything you do.  Find joy 
in simple pleasures. 

Accept yourself.  Treat yourself the way you would treat a good friend. 
Focus on your breathing.  When you have negative thoughts, try to sit down, take a deep breath, and close your eyes.    

Focus on your breath as it moves in and out of your body.  Sitting and breathing for even a minute can help. 
 

The overall evidence support the effectiveness of practicing mindfulness can: 
Decrease stress 
Decrease anxiety 
Decrease pain 
Decrease depression 
Decrease insomnia 
and improve sleep 
Lower high blood 
pressure 
Improve attention 
Decrease job burnout 
Improve diabetes 
control 

 
It has also been shown that  
mindfulness can help you  
experience thoughts and emotions 
with greater balance and  
acceptance.  Simple mindfulness 
exercises can be practiced  
anywhere and anytime.  Research 
indicates that engaging your senses 
outdoors is especially beneficial. 
Aim to practice mindfulness every 
day for about six months.  Over 
time, you might find that  
mindfulness becomes effortless.  Think of it as a commitment to reconnecting with and nurturing yourself. 
 
 
—Marge Hardey, Nursing Educator and Safety Specialist 

TTrailhead  Stops... 
NursingEducator/Safety Specialist 



TTrailhead  Stops... Tidbit News 

 
VFC 2018 Audit- 100%, no findings. Great job Sedalia nursing team, especially Chelsey Pottorff for being the coordinator of 
that program in Sedalia! 
 
—Ashley O’Bannon, Medical Clinic Site Manager, Sedalia 

Versailles conducted a needs survey at the Ivy Bend Food pantry.  
KTCH is working with the community to help expand medical  
services to this area.   
 
We participated in the Stover Christmas parade and won a trophy for 
most Classical Christmas.  The clinic adopted two families for  
Christmas and participated in the Foster Kids Christmas Party.  Staff 
members pictured on the back row are Jennifer Buckingham, RN 
Case Manager II, Tory Kroeschen, Clinic Site Manager, and Geni 
Harms, Behavioral Health Consultant. 
 

 
—Tory Kroeschen, Clinic Site Manager, Versailles 

Warsaw clinic in their Ugly Sweater competition.  Pictured 
left to right, 1st row: Kari Culley, Clinic Site Manager, and 
Patricia Himes, Dental Assistant.  2nd row: Erika Jones, 
Dental Assistant, Jean Moore, Nurse Practitioner, Dr. 
Holem, Dentist, and Diann Rice, Care Coordinator.  3rd 
Row: Kelsey Krum, PSR, Jeannie Thompson, RMA, Sarah 
Alderman, RN Case Manager I, and Jessica Burdick,  
Registered Dental Hygienist 

In September, the United Way Day of Caring team erected a Tiny Food 
Panty at the clinic.  Pictured are items purchased before the holidays to 
help stock the Tiny Food Pantry.  The Tiny Food Pantry contains food 
and personal hygiene items.  The Tiny Food Pantry is open to all to either 
receive or donate items.  As you drive past our pantry you can tell that 
the items go quickly, demonstrating the need in the community for these 
resources.  If you would like to donate items or make a monetary  
contribution, please reach out to Jill Wuebker, Home Health Initiative 
Director in the Sedalia Clinic. 
 
—Tina Bechtel, HR Generalist 



TTrailhead  Stops... 

Congratulations to our very own Jean Hesse, Board Secretary, for completing Healthy U!  She was recognized January 3rd during 
the Healthy U Night of Inspiration!  Jean’s journey through Healthy U personifies Katy Trail Community Health’s mission to   cre-
ate healthy communities one person at a time.  Congratulations Jean and thanks so much for your leadership at Katy Trail   Com-
munity Health!—Chris Stewart, CEO 
 
The following is an excerpt from the Sedalia Democrat’s article: Healthy U 2018 starts next phase of the journey:  10 graduate 
from yearlong program by Nicole Cooke:  
 
As many people embark on New Year’s resolutions for 2019, a group of 10 Pettis County residents is ready to continue the     
changes they already made in 2018. 
 
The Healthy U Class of 2018 completed its yearlong program Thursday night with the annual Night of Inspiration hosted at Smith-
Cotton Junior High. Ten students graduated from the program that pairs students with fitness and nutrition mentors to help them 
begin the journey to a healthier lifestyle. 
 
The students lost a collective 237 pounds and more than 206 inches in 2018. 
 
“This group did really well jiving as a team and group. They were cohesive and formed great relationships in the group and outside 
the group,” said Melissa Guffin, co-chair of the Healthy Living Action Committee. “There were some pretty life-changing events 
for many of them throughout the year and I think having regular group support meetings was comforting and helpful in their     
transitions. 
 
“There was lots of mental awareness in uncovering different behaviors and getting out of their comfort zones,” she added. “They 
were really great transformations to see on that level.” 
 
Jean Hesse was recognized for having the greatest overall improvement in flexibility, push-ups, one-mile time and the nutrition test. 
She increased her flexibility by eight inches on three different measurements, increased push-ups by 19, decreased her mile time by 
more than four minutes and increased her nutrition score by 3. She also lost more than 30 pounds. 
 
“It doesn’t feel done, it feels more like a beginning rather than an ending,” she said of completing the program. “We’ve learned so 
much and we all understand that changing lifelong unhealthy habits takes time and so, therefore, we have to give ourselves time to 
really become ensconced in what we’ve learned.” 
 
She encountered some tough times in 2018: her sister was diagnosed with cancer the night Hesse joined Healthy U and died later 
that year. Hesse said it was difficult but inspired her to get healthy. 

Hesse also offered some advice for the Class of 2019: 
“Don’t make excuses, make yourself accountable and take 
advantage of the amazing opportunity you’ve been given.” 

Pictured from left to right: Theresa Ramsey, Matt 
Lacasse and Jean Hesse.  These three individuals 
were recognized at Healthy U’s Night of Inspiration 
for their achievements. 

Board Member Story 



TTrailhead  Stops... 
Patient Testimonials 

A dental team had an adult come in for an      
emergency appointment. Patient had been        
suffering from dental pain for years but due to  
extreme anxiety had not been to the dentist. The 
patient has been on a soft diet for over a year due 
to oral pain, even to the point of often pureeing 
meals. The dentist took the time to explain in 
plain language what was causing the patient’s 
pain (cavities and periodontal disease). The      
patient kept beating himself up and apologizing 
for the state of the teeth. The dentist and team 
took the time to help this patient feel more     
comfortable and tried to alleviate embarrassment 
by explaining that we are here with patient’s best 
interests in mind and at heart, to help him not to 
judge himself. The team worked together with  
another one of our teams to eliminate this         
patient’s barrier to care and get scheduled back for 
comprehensive care. Patient expressed extreme 
gratitude for the team and the opportunity he had 
been given.  

To most of us transportation might not be an issue 
or we have been blessed throughout the years to not 
worry about how we are going to get somewhere.  
Recently we had a patient who was committed to 
their mental health and medical well-being that 
they were not going to let something like the word 
“transportation” be an issue.  
The patient rode their bike as form of transportation 
to get to visits. It wasn’t until one of our care      
coordinators realized the patient’s mode of      
transportation of getting here and realized help was 
needed.  Our care coordinators main goal is to 
eliminate barriers to care. As a clinic we are called 
upon to assist but the magical thing about our care 
coordinators is that they have a way of seeing a 
need before it’s even mentioned.  
Needless to say KTCH made sure this patient 
would not need to worry about transportation     
anymore. Not only did care coordinator arrange 
transportation the day she saw the bike in the front 
of the clinic but assisted the patient with the options 
of calling care coordination and arranging a ride for 
appointments.  
Care coordinator said “She can’t ride her bike when 
it’s cold or if she is sick” and we couldn’t agree 
more. Moving forward this patient will not have the 
barrier of transportation in getting medical and 
mental health needs met.  
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From the desk of  Pam Hirshberg, Director of Special Projects 
 

Farewell 
 

March 29th will be my last day at Katy Trail Community Health. I am so proud of the work 
we have accomplished together. Since I started in January 2011, we have accomplished the 
following: 
· Opened 4 new sites — Versailles was opened twice in two different locations. 
· Built new three new dental operatories in Sedalia without missing a day of patient care. 
· Implemented a new electronic dental record with only a few hitches 
· Received PCMH level III certification for all clinic sites.  
· Received recognition from Missouri Million Hearts for our Hypertension performance. 
· Awarded the MPCA Gold Award for excellence in clinical quality.  
· Recognized by HRSA as a national quality leader.  
 
Most of all, we have helped thousands of patients. I am so thrilled to have played a small 
part in the care we have provided our patients. I want to thank you for allowing me to work 
alongside you for over eight years. It has been a true honor to work here, and be a part of our 
team. Please keep me in your prayers as I continue to fight my cancer. Chris is convinced 
that I am a unicorn and will beat the   cancer. She is usually right. 
 
Best Wishes to Katy Trail Community Health! 

—Pamela Hirshberg 

 

Upcoming Events: 

Annual Staff Meeting 
April 25, 2019 at Best 
Western 6—7:30 PM 

 

Staff Development July 
30, 2019 at Celebration 
Center (1st United 
Methodist Church) 
1701 W 32nd St, 
Sedalia 8:00 AM—Noon 



TTrailhead  Stops... Warsaw 

Dental 

The Mamm Van is coming to Warsaw! 
 
With a private mammography suite and changing room, 
the van is designed with patient needs in mind.           
Appointments generally take 30 minutes from check-in 
to completion, and completed scans are sent to Ellis 
Fischel Cancer Center, where they are read by a certified 
breast imaging radiologist. If follow-up care is needed, 
the mamm van team contacts the patient to ensure she 
gets the appropriate care.  
 
The Mamm Van is scheduled in Warsaw on April 12, 
2019.  Due to the hard work of the Patient Care  
Coordinator, Diann Rice, the van will see 23 patients.  
Congratulations Diann on the hard work! 
 
—Samantha Schubach,  
    Outreach & Enrollment Coordinator 

Round 2 of the  Sealant Collaborative  
 
By June 30, 2019, Katy Trail               
Community Health Dental Sedalia clinic 
will improve the oral health of patients 
<21 years old by increasing dental sealant 
rates, caries risk assessment rates during 
initial visit, reporting and monitoring   
dental caries at recall visits and           
maintaining  operational performance. 
 
—Holly Sands, Dental Clinic                
 Coordinator 
 
 

Measure Goal By When? 

2019 UDS Sealant Meas-
ure 

70% 

December 31, 2019 
 
 
 
  

Caries Risk Assessment 95% June 30, 2019 

Sealant Rate 6-9 yrs. 60% June 30, 2019 

Sealant Rate 10-14 yrs. 30% June 30, 2019 



TTrailhead  Stops... EHR Program Manager 

 
 
Event Reporting is extremely important because it helps to identify potential risks and processes that may not be working the 
way that they were intended. The goal of KTCH is for patients and employees to have a safe environment when they’re at any 
of the Katy Trail facilities.  
 
Employee’s reporting via email: support@katytrailcommunityhealth.freshdesk.com      
Patients who want to report an event via phone: Transfer to the associated clinic supervisor 
When: Starting Monday 3/11/2019 
Reponses/Updates: When an event is created/ emailed the employee sending the event will receive an email response from 
Freshdesk. Any additional updates and communication notices will be received via email as well. 
 
—Morgan Lynch, EHR Program Manager 

HIPAA Rounding: Key Team Members will be completing 
quarterly HIPAA Rounding to identify any potential risks. Keep an 
eye out for them!  
 
Workstations: Workstations should always be kept tidy. No 
PHI or patient documents should be left attended and computers 
should be locked anytime you’re not using them CTRL+ALT+Delete. 
Also, keep all passwords for all sites secure, never write them down! 
Shred them immediately if you do have to write them down.  

 

—Morgan Lynch, HIPAA Privacy Officer 

Training is a               
TEAM EFFORT!  

Our trainer, Brianna, is available to help with 
any questions, coaching, or tips that you may 

have. Don’t hesitate to OVERUSE her!  



AAlong the Trail... 
The medical team will be piloting services in Ivy Bend beginning March 5, 2019.  Megan Rowland, Nurse Practitioner from 
Versailles, will be leading the team.  Services will be provided every other Tuesday from 10 AM—5:00 PM.   

On March 15, 2019 Versailles will be participating in the Morgan County CLEAR Prevention Day.  CLEAR is the       
Community Leaders Educating About Resistance, a program to help educate students about alcohol and drug use in youth.  
Tory Kroeschen, Versailles Clinic Site Manager will present on alcohol poisoning on the 15th. 

Tidbit News 

Kari Culley, Warsaw Clinic Site Manager has been working with Golden Valley to promote our Oral Health services to 
their pregnant women and pediatric patients.  During the intake process at Golden Valley, they will give expecting mothers 
our information.  This is hopefully the beginning of a great partnership between us to provide oral health services to this 
much needed population. 

The 12th annual Lub Dub Run is Saturday, April 27, at     
Bothwell Regional Health Center. The Lub Dub, named after 
the sound of a healthy heartbeat, benefits the Camye Callis 
Gaspard Memorial Heart Fund, which helps finance           
improvements in cardiovascular treatment at Bothwell       
Regional Health Center and in Pettis and Benton counties.  
 
The Lub Dub Run includes 10K and 5K runs, a 5K walk and a 
kids run. All events begin and end at the Bothwell Regional 
Health Center’s south parking lot on East 15th Street.        
Registration is available online at www.brhc.org/LubDub. For 
more information or to volunteer, call the Bothwell          
Foundation at 660-829-7786.  

Contact Information: 
Benefit Broker:  Bukaty Companies 
Benefit Representative:  Shari Sheridan 
              913-258-2239 
              ssheridan@bukaty.com 

Employee Portal/Intranet is part of the Katy Trail 
Community Health’s website? We will begin       
transitioning data from the P-drive to the Employee 
Portal.   Visit www.katyhealth.org and select Intranet 
Login at the bottom of the homepage.  The password 
is:  KTCH.   



TTrailhead  Stops... 



TTrailhead  Stops... 
Patient Testimonials 

One of the dental teams had a child come in for 
an emergency visit at the end of the day. Patient 
had fallen off the top bunk of bunk beds and  
busted their mouth wide open. It was a difficult 
visit because the patient had a hard time           
cooperating due to young age and the pain the 
patient was going through, but the team was able 
to work with the patient and mother to have a 
successful visit. The patient ended up having to 
have seven stitches to repair the gums so the roots 
of the baby teeth were not exposed. The team 
ended up having to stay late, but took it in stride 
to help this young child.  

KTCH had a patient walk in with chest pain.   
Patient was immediately brought to the back and 
was able to see provider to start care.  Other staff 
jumped right in to start helping provider with 
treating the patient and also continue to room 
other patients. The patient was transported to the 
emergency room via ambulance and thankfully 
able to be released the following day. The feel 
good part comes from the teamwork that was 
shown throughout the clinic. Staff member was 
able to document in the patients chart all the   
details and medications given and times that 
needed to be documented. It truly goes to show 
how much of a family we are as a whole         
organization and willing to help in times of need.  
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From the desk of  Chris Stewart, CEO 

 .What Kind of Leader are You? 
Part I 

 
At some point in your career, you may take on a leadership role in some capacity. Whether 
you’re leading a meeting, a project, a team or an entire department, you might consider  
identifying with or adopting a defined leadership style. Most professionals develop their own 
style of leadership based on factors like experience and personality, as well as the unique 
needs of their company and its organizational culture.  
 
There are many different leadership styles .  According to the Indeed Career Guide the ten 
most common leadership styles are Coach, Visionary,  Servant, Autocratic, Laissez-faire 
(hands-off),  Democratic, Pacesetter, Transformational, Transactional and Bureaucratic.   
By taking the time to familiarize yourself with each of these types of leadership, you might 
recognize certain areas to improve upon or expand your own leadership style. You can also 
identify other ways to lead that might better serve your current goals and understand how to 
work with managers who follow a different style than your own. 
 
During the second half of 2019, we are going to take a look at these identified styles.  In this 
issue we are going to focus on Coach and Visionary. 
  
Coach 
A coaching leader is someone who can quickly recognize their team members’ strengths, 
weaknesses and motivations to help each individual improve. They’re skilled in setting clear 
expectations and creating a positive, motivating environment. The coach leadership style is 
one of the most advantageous for employers as well as the employees they manage.  
Unfortunately, it’s often also one of the most underutilized styles—largely because it can be 
more time-intensive than other types of leadership.  
  
Visionary 
Visionary leaders have a powerful ability to drive progress and usher in periods of change by 
inspiring employees and earning trust for new ideas. A visionary leader is also able to    
establish a strong organizational bond. They strive to foster confidence among direct reports 
and colleagues alike.  This type of leadership is especially helpful for small, fast-growing 
organizations, or larger organizations experiencing transformations or corporate  
restructuring.  
 
Do you recognize yourself in either one of these styles?  In your manager?  In your executive 
staff?  We will cover Servant, Autocratic and Laissez-faire in the Jul-Aug edition. 
 

“Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself.” 

Upcoming Events: 

Staff Development July 
30, 2019 at Celebration 
Center (1st United 
Methodist Church) 
1701 W 32nd St, 
Sedalia 8:00 AM—Noon 



TTrailhead  Stops... Sedalia 
The Mammo Van is coming to Sedalia! 
 
With a private mammography suite and changing room, 
the van is designed with patient needs in mind.           
Appointments generally take 30 minutes from check-in 
to completion, and completed scans are sent to Ellis 
Fischel Cancer Center, where they are read by a certified 
breast imaging radiologist. If follow-up care is needed, 
the mammo van team contacts the patient to ensure she 
gets the appropriate care.  
 
The mammo Van is scheduled in Sedalia on June 21, 
2019 from 8:00 AM—3:00 PM.  Qualifying patients can  
schedule their appointment with Care Coordination by 
calling  1-660-826-4774 ext:829. 
 
—Samantha Schubach,  
    Outreach & Enrollment Coordinator 

You may hear the term “school based services” in the clinic and wonder what that is.   Rural communities are increasing access 
to services for students through programs that link school systems with local healthcare and social service programs. Services 
integration in rural school settings can help high-risk children and their families overcome barriers to care, such as  
transportation. This model is particularly powerful for integrating services for high-risk children because it considers the needs 
of the whole child so that they may learn and achieve their full potential.  (from 
https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/toolkits/services-integration/2/school-based ) 
 
We can deliver care through school based services is by providing immunizations, health screenings, health education,  
behavioral health and oral health services.  During this school year, we have been providing behavioral health services to  
Marshall and Versailles schools.  We are looking to expand those services during the 2019—2020 school year to Stover and 
Warsaw.  During the 2018—2019 school year we have provided the following services: 

Sedalia #200:  Immunizations provided to 71 students 
Sedalia #200:  Sports physicals provided to 12 students 
Sedalia #200:  Well-Child checks were provided to 22 incoming kindergarteners  
Sedalia #200: 3rd grade sealants were conducted.  104 students screened with 234 sealants placed 

Sedalia #200:  PSP  (Preventive Services  
Program) varnishes  

Head start and Early Head Start children are 
screened and have  PSP varnish done. 

Otterville School District:  Sports physicals  
provided to 23 students 
 
 

Pictured from Sedalia #200 Well-Child Checks: 
(Left to Right) Megan Yonker, Jenie Bruce, Dr. 
Turner and Dr. Kashani 



TTrailheadd  Stops... Orall Health 

Oral Health Literacy

According to a recent report issued by the US Department of Health and Human        
Services, fewer individuals are receiving regular oral health care than they did 10 years 
ago!

As Oral Health should be a top concern, if oral disease is left untreated it can result in 
pain, disfigurement, nutrition problems, expensive emergency, and preventable dental 
conditions and even death. 

How can we help? 

First, we must remember Oral Health Literacy is a shared responsibility across all sectors. It is vital we communicate the   
importance of oral health and regular oral health screenings. 

What steps can we take?

Spend time talking with your patients about the importance of taking care of their teeth, including how to floss and brush 
correctly, as well as the importance of regular checkups.

Emphasize the connection between good oral health and good overall health.

Emphasize that oral health care should start young, even before birth. Talk to pregnant women about the importance of 
periodontal care for a healthy pregnancy, and the importance of bringing their baby into the dental office for visits before 
the age of 1, in order for their son or daughter to have the best chance of having a lifetime of healthy teeth. “As a pediatric 
dentist, I’d like to [emphasize] the importance of the age 1 dental visit,” Napier said. “Prevention starts before childbirth.”

Talk about fluoridation and dissuade any unfounded fears that patients may have about fluoride. Community water      
fluoride- has done more to prevent caries than any public health effort, and the only side effect is the possibility of some      
staining known as fluorosis.

Take the time to find out about your patient’s primary care physician, a pregnant woman’s obstetrician or a child’s      
pediatrician, and with the patient’s permission, make the effort to work with the physicians to make sure regular oral 
health checkups stay on the forefront of the patient’s mind.

—Samantha Schubach, Outreach & Enrollment Coordinator

The oral health providers are working together to decide what areas of quality and evidence 
based dentistry we want to       prioritize for focus and improvement on in the upcoming 
months. We are in the initial stages of selecting the areas and will develop a timeline and work 
flow process from there. We believe this will improve care by providing quality 
standardization among providers as well as helping to create individualized oral health care 
plans for our patients. Updates will follow.

—Dr. Vandevender, Chief Dental Officer

Warsaw Oral Health team pictured:  Erika Jones and Dr. Holem



TTrailhead  Stops... Versailles 

The Ellis Fischel mammogram van was scheduled on May 
13th with 22 patients.  The mammogram bus will return to 
Versailles on June 6th with another full schedule of 22  
patients!  The van provides women in rural areas access to the 
same mammography screening services available at Ellis 
Fischel Cancer Center, including 3-Dmammography.  
Completed scans are sent to Ellis Fischel Cancer Center, 
where they are read by a certified breast imaging radiologist.  

Michael Machnicki, 
BHC,  participated in 
the Morgan County 
Mental Health     
Awareness Day on May 
16th.   This event was a 
partnership between 
Capital Region Medical 
Center, Burrell         
Behavioral Health,  

Morgan County Health Department, University of Missouri 
Extension and ourselves.  The goal of Mental Health    
Awareness Days is to raise awareness and  educate the public 
about mental health while striving to remove the stigma that 
surrounds mental illness.  Mental health professionals will 
provide free, confidential screenings for: 

Depression 
Anxiety 
Suicide 
Alcohol Abuse 
Drug Abuse 

The Versailles team is so CLOSE to meeting ALL measures 
for the 2019 Clinical Quality Award.  Results will be reported 
in June.  As of May 1, a few measure that  they are pushing 
hard to meet and/or maintain are: 

Colorectal Cancer Screening – We are not meeting this 
measure, although we are fairly close.  
Cervical Cancer Screening – Meeting this measure by 
0.5%.  
Diabetes A1c > or Untested - Meeting this measure by 
0.1%.  

Warsaw 

On April 6th, Warsaw conducted a round table on the 
Opioid crisis.  This event  was attended by the  local 
fire, ambulance and sheriff, drug task force, Compass 
Health, Benton County Health Department,  Mayor 
Eddie Simons and Senator Roy Blunt. 

Ellis Fischel 
Mammogram 
van saw 17 
patients on 
April 12th.  
The van is 
scheduled to 
return to  
Warsaw on  
June 27th. 

A big SHOUT OUT to Kelsey Krum, PSR, for the 
additional support she gave to the team during Jean 
Moore’s  leave of absence.  Kelsey kept a spreadsheet 
of all the patients that would need to be rescheduled.   
The list resulted in being three pages long!  She took 
the task and conquered rescheduling those patients 
within two days of Jean returning!  Great job Kelsey for 
Putting People 
First! 

—Kari Culley, Warsaw Site Manager 

—Tory Kroeschen, Versaillles Site Manager 



AAlong the Trail... 

Another reason to celebrate why we LOVE Missouri…so many young and talented professionals throughout Missouri. 
Missouri Magazine is recognizing and honoring young professionals and community leaders in Missouri. 40 under forty 
winners and runner ups were voted by our readers. “This is our first year for our Missouri Magazine’s 40 under forty. We 
look forward to continued growth in our 40 under forty group. It’s an honor to recognize so many talented young profes-
sionals in the state of Missouri”, said Owner/Publisher Cheri Cranford.  

Congratulation to our own Megan Rowland, FNP 
for being named one of the 40 Under 40 winners. 
 
Megan is a graduate from Stover , MO.  After  
obtaining her nurse practitioner license she  
returned to the area to work in Pettis and Morgan 
counties.  She joined the staff of Katy Trail 
Community Health in 2013.  During her time at 
Katy Trail Community Health, she has continued 
to grow as a provider and leader in her community. 
 
Megan was instrumental in taking on patients and 
piloting services in Ivy Bend.  Megan and her team 
have been in Ivy Bend the first and third Tuesday 
of every month since March from 10—2.  During 
this period they have been able to see 41 patients.  
11 of those patients were new patients!  Feedback 
from the community indicate they love the ease of 
being able to make it to the  provider as  
transportation is an issue for residents of this small 
town. 
 
Please take a moment to congratulate Megan on 
her accomplishment of becoming one of the 40 
Under 40! 
 
—Chris Stewart, CEO 
 



TTrailhead  Stops... 2018 Employee of the Year 

Toni O’Rourke 
Lead Patient Care Coordinator 

Toni continues to be an individual who strives to deliver the mission 
every day.  She strives to empower herself, co-workers and patients.  
During this past year we have witnessed extreme growth in her as a 
nurse, care coordinator and now lead of the care coordination team.  
Toni has been a leader within Katy Trail Community Health for a 
number of years and this year was no different. She has vision and a 
communication platform that encourages others and aligns with our 
Katy Trail mission. Toni has worked on a number of PDSA’s to 
improve referral process for Providers and outside agencies that we 
work with. Her work directly impacts patient care and allows a 
smoother process in meeting a patient’s needs. Toni has trained and 
been a mentor for a number of nurses and care coordinators. To say 
Toni knows the ins and outs of Katy Trail Community Health would 
be an understatement.  
Toni also continues to pursue her educational goals such as  
obtaining her Bachelor’s Degree in Business in which she will 
 graduate in fall of 2019.   However Toni does not stop there, Toni’s 
vision is much larger when it comes to assisting and bettering our 
communities. Toni is an active member in the Morgan County Kids 
Coalition which assists children with getting school supplies and 
other resources for a child to succeed in their education.  
Toni’s goals and passions are infectious and we cannot wait to see 
what else she has to offer in the up-coming years at Katy Trail  
Community Health.  

CONGRATULATIONS  
to Lyudmyla Tsapok, Dental Sterilization 
Technician, for achieving One-year  
Perfect Attendance! 
 
We recognize this is not an easy feat to 
accomplish and thank you for your   
dedication to Katy Trail Community 
Health!  Your dedication provides  
unwavering support for your team in  

Putting People First! 

Pictured from Left to Right:  Mendy 
Hohenfeldt, Dental Clinic Manager and 
Lyudmyla Tsapok 

One-Year Perfect Attendance 



TTrailhead  Stops... 
Patient Testimonials 

We had a pa ent drop off a le er to KTCH care  
coordinator and wanted her to read it. Once the 
le er was opened it was determined that it was a 
le er with intent to self-harm. While working with 
the Provider to take the proper steps to help the  
pa ent, the care coordinator called the pa ent and 
reached out to her to make sure that she was okay. 
The pa ent did become upset with care coordinator 
because she did not want any help anymore and 
wanted to be le  alone and hung up the phone. The 
police had already been called to go and do a check 
up to make sure that she was okay. The police did 
go and check on the pa ent and determined that she 
was okay then came by KTCH and said they could 
do nothing because she was not ac vely doing any 
harm to herself while they were there. In the 
mean me Burrell was contacted to see if they could 
be of any more help because an appointment was 
not available un l the middle of June. The  
representa ve from Burrell was very helpful and 
offered an appointment for the pa ent the next day. 
KTCH care coordinator reached out to the pa ent 
again to let her know that an appointment for the 
next day with Burrell was scheduled. The pa ent was 
asked to come back to KTCH a er that 
appointment to discuss possible medica on changes. 
The pa ent was very happy with this and 
apologized for ge ng upset with KTCH care  
coordinator. The next day the pa ent did go to  
Burrell and then did come to the clinic. The pa ent 
received the help she needed both with Burrell and 
KTCH. 

Some mes people just need to catch a break. Such 
was the case for a pa ent that walked into an 
emergency dental appointment one a ernoon. This 
sharply wi y, energe c, vivacious, anxiety ridden 
person was diagnosed with cancer in the neck and 
had recently endured extensive, painful surgery that 
was, to say the least, unexpected. The large surgical 
site was s ll oozing blood, painful and made it very 
difficult for the pa ent to lie down. Oncologists had 
given the pa ent two weeks for all dental disease to 
be eradicated and to be fi ed for a radia on mask to 
complete treatment that may, or may not, have 
given this pa ent a chance to defeat cancer. 
Although young, the pa ent had not had access to 
dental care for many years, had a big fear of den sts, 
was a heavy smoker and had not made taking care of 
their health a priority. Un l they had to. 
When the pa ent came in for emergency, a panic 
a ack sent blood pressure sky rocke ng. Upon exam, 
almost every single tooth had extensive decay and 
needed restora on. We worked with the oncologist 
and primary care physician, found the right  
combina on of music and quiet, the perfect me of 
day, the ideal blanket and a host of other small  
details that made the pa ent as comfortable as  
possible to reduce anxiety. A er many late nights, 
early mornings and weekends, a massive treatment 
plan was completed. Dental assistants made a cer fi-
cate of achievement and “Pomp and Circumstance” 
played as the pa ent was presented with a le er for 
the oncologist to clear them for radia on treatment. 
Without Katy Trail, this pa ent would not have been 
able to complete life-saving treatment. 
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Upcoming Events: 

Holiday Party : 
December 6th form 

6pm-8pm at the Best 
Western State Fair Inn 

Open Enrollment: 

Dec 2—11, 2019.  UHC 
coverage begins Jan 
2020. 

 
Holiday Season 
 
During this holiday season, I am drawn to the memories of my family 
traveling to my grandparents’ home for Thanksgiving.  My parents and 
their 6 kids traveled from northern Minnesota to northern Wisconsin for 
many years, regardless of the threat of the weather or how much snow 
was on the ground.   
 
Once we arrived, Grandma had the turkey in the oven and there was    
already a couple of games of cards set up in the laundry room.  The  
Grandkids spent most of the day either ice skating on the lake or sledding 
down the steep hill from the house to the lake.   
 
When we got called for dinner, there were tables set up in the dining 
room, the living room, the laundry room and the garage because there 
were so many people.  Grandpa said the prayer person shared what they 
were thankful for at their respective table.   
 
Christmas was just our immediate family, but the traditions continued.  
We opened presents on Christmas Eve and put a shoe out for Santa to 
leave us candy and one gift.  On Christmas day, my mom made the turkey, 
and the entire family went cross country skiing in the afternoon.  Dinner 
was promptly at 4 pm, and by 7 pm, many of us were ready for bed.   
 
I realize that I am lucky to have the family traditions and memories that 
have shaped me as an adult.  I recognize that many people are not as 
lucky as I was.  My wish for the employees of Katy Trail Community 
Health is that you have the opportunity to reflect on your traditions and 
memories.  As you try to schedule visiting grandparents, parent’s in-laws, 
cousins, remember these are the times that you will carry well into your 
life.  Be grateful for the good stuff, and do your best to avoid the bad 
stuff.   
 

Happy Holidays! 

— Chris Stewart, CEO 



TTrailhead  Stops... What’s Going on at KTCH 

Bene its open enrollment Monday, December 2, 2019 and ends 
Wednesday, December 11, 2019

required

 

 



TTrailhead  Stops... Patient Care 

Care Gaps 
At the beginning of the year we concentrated on Team-Based Care.  Providers and support staff formed Pilot Care Teams to focus on; how    
different members of the care teams are utilized, the importance of pre-visit planning, creating standing actions to support standing orders, and 
utilizing DRVS reporting to confirm care gap closures at the time of the patient’s visit.   
 
Since January 2019 Care Teams have closed the following number of care gaps per month.. 
 Month:   Care Gaps Closures: 
 January    1157 
 February                    939 
 March    1097 
 April    1705 
 May    959 
 June    879 
 July    839 
 August    1277 
 September   905 
 
Our Care Teams also focused on Population Health by implementing a process across all care 
teams that  utilized all members of the care team. Case Managers took an active role in supporting the Care Teams by identifying care gap   
closures that aligned with the health awareness months, providing education on scheduling and performing the Medicare Annual Wellness   
Visits, actively enrolling patients with two or more chronic conditions in the Chronic Care Management Program and increasing referrals for the 
Primary Care Health Home Services. 
 
For CY 2020 the plan is to focus on optimizing the Care Team model by adding the RN Case Managers as an active member of the Care 
team.  Again, three Care Teams will be selected to pilot this new model.   The model supports identifying and defining the specific roles for 
each clinical team member and implementing changes to improve; efficiencies with workflows, patient access, panel management 
and population health. 
 
—Tracy Simmons, COO 

 
Understanding the difference between Medicare Wellness Visits and Annual Physicals 

 
I wanted to reach out and explain the difference between an annual physical and a Medicare Wellness Visit. Medicare Wellness 
Visit, or AWV (Annual Wellness Visit), is a visit that is payed for by Medicare for  Part B beneficiaries yearly. This exam is an 
opportunity for the patient and provider to discuss a care plan for their health. They discuss Advanced Directives or end-of life   
decisions and perform an assessment of their mental status. We provide a vision and hearing screening and fall risk assessment. The 
provider does not discuss the status of their Diabetes or Hypertension , etc. or listen to heart/lungs or draw blood. This visit needs a 
30 minute spot blocked to accommodate the visit. If scheduled at 0900, we would block the other 0900 spot. This visit should be 
scheduled as “AWV”. 
 

An annual physical, for commercial insurance or  grant patients, is a yearly exam with blood work. This visit does involve 
discussing their health conditions and medication refills and the provider performs a hands on assessment of the patient.  We do not 
need to block any time for this visit type. This visit type should be scheduled      
labeled: “Annual Physical”, in the description box.  

 
If we can keep these visit types separate and explain the difference to the patient, it 
will cut down on confusion for the patient and provider. Also, it will help with   
patient satisfaction when they show up for an AWV if they already know that it is 
not a “hands-on physical” and what the visit includes.                                                 
 
Thank you for all you do!  
 
— Kirstin Bright, 
     RN Case Manager  
 
 



TTrailhead  Stops... Tips & Thanks 

A big SHOUT OUT to Kelsey Pahlow!! 
 
Kelsey came up with the idea of compiling a take home 
folder for the parents of children that have their      
treatment completed with general anesthesia. On the 
day the treatment is completed we meet with the parent 
and discuss the treatment that was completed, patient-
tailored oral hygiene instruction, and aftercare         
instructions; however, this is typically completed as 
their child is waking up from anesthesia and can be a 
stressful time for the parent. Kelsey has worked on  
putting the folders together for the upcoming dates!  
 
— Miranda Schwartz, Lead Dental Assistant 

Anytime you have an IMS, Dentrix or DRVS question, concern or enhancement 
idea, please send it to the helpdesk by emailing: helpdesk@katyhealth.org. By 
using this secure email, you can include extra details, such as screen shots of 
what you’re experiencing or patient examples.   
 
Additional requests can be send here also; such as if you need a report or are curi-
ous about a measure definition. If you’re not sure whether it should go to the 
helpdesk or not, don’t hesitate to send it. We can also help direct you to the right 
place and make sure that it gets there.  
 
— Morgan Lynch, HER Program Manager 

Event Reporting is extremely important because it helps to identify potential risks and processes that may not be working the way 
that they were intended. The goal of KTCH is for patients and employees to have a safe environment when they’re at any of the 
Katy Trail facilities.  
 
Employee’s reporting via email: support@katytrailcommunityhealth.freshdesk.com      
Patients who want to report an event via phone: Transfer  to the associated clinic supervisor  
Reponses/Updates: When an event is created/ emailed the employee sending the event will receive an email response from 
Freshdesk. Any additional updates and communication notices will be received via email as well. 
 
— Morgan Lynch, EHR Program Manager 



AAlong the Trail…                          Welcome Providers    
We would like to welcome the following providers that have joined us here at Katy Trail within the past few months 

we are very excited that they have chose to join us and help make a difference in our patients lives! 

Dr. Tedrow, MD, Warsaw & Versailles 

Seanna Stevenson, NP, Versailles Clinic, 
& Schools 

Lisa Stanley, NP, Sedalia Clinic 

Angela Ross, LCSW,  Versailles 
Clinic & Schools 

Dr. Molly Foster, DMD, Sedalia 
Clinic 



TTrailhead  Stops...  
Over the last few months we have had an opportunity to have the 
Ellis Fischel Mammogram Bus at each of our clinics.  
During this time our care coordinators have been working 
with our uninsured population to prevent breast cancer and 
promote preventative screening. Today, I had the nurse 
Jane from MU come to me and state our clinics have been 
the very best to work with and we are organized and that 
their days run smooth whenever they come to see us.  
This year alone Katy Trail Community Health partnership 
with Ellis Fischel has successfully screened over 132 
women for breast cancer.  
I am so very proud of all the work the care coordinators 
have put into this!  
 
—Samantha Schubach,  
    Outreach & Enrollment Coordinator 

 

Our Warsaw clinic knew how to celebrate Hallow-
een this year and had a blast doing so. Check out 
these awesome themed costumes, you all looked 

great! 

 

Pictured (left to right):  Kelsie Callahan, Patricia Himes, Brittany 
Bryant, Dr. Holem, & Jessica Burdick. 

Pictured (left to right):  Becket Korson, Tammy Estes, Jean 
Thompson, Kari Culley &  Kelsey Krum  

Kassie Sands, Steve Bevans &  
Teagen Trammell represented Katy Trail   

Community Health  
in  the 29th  

Annual Fitzgibbon Golf Tournament . 



TTrailhead  Stops... 
Jean Moore 

 


